1. Introduction {#sec1-jintelligence-05-00014}
===============

This paper, like this entire special issue, is addressing the commonalities and the divergences between three trends[1](#fn001-jintelligence-05-00014){ref-type="fn"} concerning the study of intelligence, which have been traditionally opposed, in psychology, even if often implicitly: Psychometrics, cognitive psychology, and developmental psychology. These three traditions are considered to differ widely, have largely ignored or criticized one another and have followed different routes in their development despite recurrent calls for their rapprochement \[[@B1-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B2-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B3-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B4-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B5-jintelligence-05-00014]\]. Yet, all pursue the same objectives, namely attempt to understand the behavior observed in tasks assessing reasoning, memory, or in other complex tasks, and more generally how the human being adapts to his/her own, complex environment. They all tend to focus on only one (rarely two) aspect of the complex interactions between human beings and their environment. However, Cattell \[[@B6-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B7-jintelligence-05-00014]\] advocated very early the use of multivariate research, and proposed the data box, that schematizes the study of individuals, variables, and occasions (which can also be understood as long term occasions, i.e., development).

The study of intelligence is often, although not always, understood as the psychometric approach of individual differences by means of standardized tests tapping cognitive or intellectual abilities[2](#fn002-jintelligence-05-00014){ref-type="fn"}. It has also been based on correlations between performance in cognitive tests, focusing on the existence of a second-order factor (i.e., a general intelligence factor) and first-order factors (i.e., group or broad abilities factors). Therefore, it is frequently the case that several tasks are administered to the same individuals (multivariate approach) unless using a task that has been validated as reflecting rather reliably the general factor (e.g., the Raven Progressive Matrices, prototypical task of fluid intelligence). Psychometricians interested in intelligence have very rarely adopted a developmental perspective, whether in childhood or across the lifespan, even though the initial works on intelligence were based on children; age differences were used to assess the concept of mental age or intellectual level, based on differences between children's behavior in various short tasks \[[@B8-jintelligence-05-00014]\]. Hunt nicely paraphrased, in his broad review of human intelligence, the almost exclusive focus on young adults as follows: "*All sophomores are humans. Not all humans are sophomores*" (\[[@B9-jintelligence-05-00014]\], p. 171).

Experimental psychology of cognition or cognitive psychology, as it has now been labeled for decades, has almost exclusively focused on variations in situational differences or experimental manipulations (between-treatments) and their effects on human beings, and interpreted their effects in terms of underlying processes. We will use the term "situations" (or "situational differences") throughout this paper, to refer to the variable side of Cattell's data box \[[@B7-jintelligence-05-00014]\], contrasting it to the two other points of view to take into consideration, i.e., individuals and occasions (see also below). The term "variable" seems somewhat ambiguous in the present context, as it also refers to variability. The term "experimental manipulation" is too narrow, as a focus on situations might also include methods not necessarily restricted to experimentation in the strict sense (for instance, observations, use of tests, etc.). Incidentally, Cattell also used the term "situations". Cognitive psychology uses experimental laboratory tasks, not standardized; it focuses essentially on the situation and its variation created experimentally, and searches for underlying processes. Hunt's quotation (above) can also be applied to cognitive psychology. In both the psychometric and the cognitive approaches, developmental differences are merely considered as a special case of individual differences, themselves largely ignored. It is as if the processes observed in adults were all already present in children or only had to unfold. Yet, like Piaget mentioned, a cognitive function cannot be fully understood if its genesis (development) is not also studied.

Developmental psychology also uses essentially experimental, unstandardized tasks, and focuses on age differences in various tasks, whether in childhood or across the lifespan. It has been forgotten that Piaget himself used the term of intelligence, for instance in his major, relatively early work on the "Origins of Intelligence" or on the "Psychology of Intelligence" \[[@B10-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B11-jintelligence-05-00014]\] that established the basic principles of his theory as it applies to psychology. Lautrey and de Ribaupierre \[[@B12-jintelligence-05-00014]\] remarked that, in the Francophone tradition, the study of intelligence was not restricted to the use of standardized tests of intelligence nor to the study of individual differences, but also concerned developmental studies of cognition. This is only recently that researchers working in the tradition of Piaget (or of followers) abandoned the term of intelligence to replace it by that of cognition. Piaget and his co-workers (e.g., \[[@B11-jintelligence-05-00014]\]) had themselves a very critical look at the differentialist perspective on intelligence, considering that it was totally atheoretical and focused only on scores and performance, that is, on products rather than on processes. In contrast, Piaget advocated to pursue the study of underlying mechanisms, like much of today cognitive psychology. In contrast with cognitivists, however, he searched for general mechanisms such as adaptation, equilibration, etc., rather than for specific processes. Yet, like cognitivists, Piagetians and more generally child developmental researchers were not interested in individual differences, relegating them to issues of applications. A further specificity of developmental psychology, in particular Piagetian, is to have looked for qualitative differences, in contrast with the psychometric approach and a good part of the cognitive psychology, which have always been quantitative.

Our argument, in the present paper, will be that the three approaches are complementary, and should be adopted simultaneously if we ever want to understand cognition. We are of course neither the first, nor the only ones to plea for such a rapprochement (\[[@B1-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B2-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B4-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B5-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B13-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B14-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B15-jintelligence-05-00014]\]; see also the present special issue).

2. Initial Suggestions of Bridging {#sec2-jintelligence-05-00014}
==================================

A number of suggestions to bridge these approaches remained without response for a long time, even though their integration is obviously needed if one wants to understand the diversity of psychological data which have been collected so far \[[@B5-jintelligence-05-00014]\]. The focus on situations has led to a decomposition into extremely fine processes and an almost total neglect of potential more general mechanisms. In contrast, looking across individuals (differential psychology) or looking across ages (developmental psychology) has led to a search for general processes or mechanisms at the expense of finer analyses of situations.

Among the major precursors, Cronbach \[[@B2-jintelligence-05-00014]\] provided profound observations on the growing divergence of "the two disciplines of scientific psychology" (experimental versus correlational or differential psychology), each of which was interested in what the other one neglected, that is, between-treatments variance (treatment variation) and variance among organisms (individual differences), respectively. According to Cronbach (\[[@B2-jintelligence-05-00014]\], p. 671), the correlational psychology (the correlators) "*asks a distinctive type of question and has technical methods of examining whether the question has been properly put and the data properly interpreted*". He suggested that differentialists (correlationists) and experimentalists be inspired by each other, and proposed for instance to the differentialists to introduce construct validation into test theory and to the experimentalists to adopt multivariate approaches. From a methodological point of view, he called for the "joint application of experimental and correlation methods" (p. 679). From a theoretical point of view, Cronbach suggested that both experimentalists and differentialists could test the same theoretical "hidden constructs" \[[@B16-jintelligence-05-00014]\]. In sum, Cronbach \[[@B2-jintelligence-05-00014]\] suggested that experimentalists and differentialists should have "a common theory, a common method, and common recommendations" (p. 683). We fully agree with Cronbach: Integration should be done at both a methodological and a theoretical level. Nevertheless, we consider that differentialists also addressed specific theoretical issues, like the assessment of the relationships between several observed or latent variables, which form a system \[[@B17-jintelligence-05-00014]\]. Thus, the differentialists were more interested by the structure. Moreover, Cronbach did not address the developmental perspective.

Cronbach's call, although frequently acknowledged, remained relatively ignored until recently. In France, Reuchlin \[[@B4-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B18-jintelligence-05-00014]\] was more successful. He asked that both general psychology and differential psychology be forced to account for the phenomena described and the method used by the other discipline: Generalists should be able to incorporate individual differences in their theories, at the risk, otherwise, to develop theories applicable to only a very limited subset of human beings; differentialists would be well inspired to also resort to experimental methods in order to better understand the processes involved in their tasks. Reuchlin \[[@B4-jintelligence-05-00014]\] also offered a few more precise suggestions to bridge differential psychology and Piagetian theory: Piaget's concept of equilibration might be used to feed some theory into the general factor identified by differentialists, while Piaget's concept of "horizontal decalage" (e.g., time delay in the acquisition of concepts supposed to be of the same complexity, i.e., belong to the same structure) could find some explanation in the group factors of the differentialists by interpreting these decalages in terms of individual differences. Reuchlin's suggestions were indeed followed by a number of Francophone researchers \[[@B19-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B20-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B21-jintelligence-05-00014]\] leading to a tradition that Larivée and collaborators qualified as the "French connection" \[[@B22-jintelligence-05-00014]\].

For the remainder of this paper, we will focus on only a few instances of rapprochement, in particular on attempts to bridge the psychometric concept of fluid intelligence (*Gf*) with cognitive studies on Working Memory (WM) capacity, inhibition, or processing speed on the one hand, and with developmental studies as exemplified by neo-Piagetian approaches on the other hand. Although several basic mechanisms could be causally responsible for knowledge acquisition, we focus in this paper on WM, processing speed, and inhibition, because these mechanisms could be germane to explain both individual and developmental differences, and hence could allow unifying the three approaches under a common theory[3](#fn003-jintelligence-05-00014){ref-type="fn"}. Because the concepts used by the cognitivist approach are also used by the developmental tradition, this attests once again that these three traditions attempt to understand the same phenomena, and reach similar interpretations, even though from a different standpoint \[[@B13-jintelligence-05-00014]\]. To illustrate how tasks issued from the three traditions do indeed interact with one another, and that these three approaches address similar theoretical issues, we will very briefly present some empirical data from our lab. We will then conclude in highlighting some processes that seem to be common to the three approaches, while arguing for the necessity to consider a small set of general mechanisms, rather than a single global factor, at work in many situations, present in most age groups, but differing in weight depending on situations as well as on individual and developmental differences.

3. Fluid Intelligence and Cognitive Psychology {#sec3-jintelligence-05-00014}
==============================================

Psychometric intelligence research, in addition to having thoroughly studied individual differences and provided a number of multivariate methodologies, has firmly established the distinction between fluid and crystallized intelligence (*Gf* and *Gc*) \[[@B23-jintelligence-05-00014]\]. Although both are considered as correlated general factors underlying a large number of tasks, crystallized intelligence rests on accumulated knowledge and experience (general knowledge, vocabulary), while fluid intelligence is the capacity to reason and solve novel problems and was considered as relatively independent from past knowledge. The former is considered to be the product of education and culture, while the latter is believed to be closer to the biological underpinnings of behavior. These two factors were considered as two general mechanisms by Baltes, and were respectively labeled pragmatics and mechanics of cognition (e.g., \[[@B24-jintelligence-05-00014]\]).

These two broad factors reflect the fact that a large number of tasks tend to class individuals in a relatively similar manner, that is, interindividual differences are more similar among fluid intelligence tasks on the one hand, and among crystallized intelligence tasks, on the other hand, than across tasks. A general factor or a group factor is nothing more than a psychometric latent variable, and does not necessarily correspond to a given process or a class of processes. In simulation studies, van der Maas and collaborators have elegantly demonstrated that a general factor can be obtained from a collection of totally independent processes \[[@B25-jintelligence-05-00014]\]. Thus, observing a general factor does not imply that there is a single general underlying mechanism. Moreover, the *g* factor still requires a psychological interpretation.

The Cattell-Horn's distinction between fluid and crystallized intelligence was later supported by the "Three-stratum" theory proposed by Carroll \[[@B26-jintelligence-05-00014]\]. This model is a taxonomy, based on more than 460 human cognitive ability datasets, and has become largely consensual nowadays when fused with the Cattell-Horn model (CHC model---see \[[@B27-jintelligence-05-00014]\]). It suggests three levels of group factors: Narrow abilities (Stratum I), which are included in Broad abilities (Stratum II), which are in turn correlated and grouped into a general factor (Stratum III). Some of these broad abilities correspond closely to the three constructs mentioned above. Within the Stratum II abilities, Carroll proposed indeed the existence of a broad general memory and learning ability (Gy), which includes WM (the CHC model includes a short-term working memory broad ability Gwm). As concerns speed of processing, Carroll distinguished a broad processing speed ability (Gt, defined as a Reaction and decision time) and a broad cognitive speediness ability (Gs). There is, to our knowledge, no specific Inhibition group factor. However, there have been very few psychometric studies, or tests, of inhibition. Yet, coming from a different perspective, Miyake and collaborators conducted a number of studies on individual differences in executive functions and inhibition, using confirmatory factor analysis \[[@B28-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B29-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B30-jintelligence-05-00014]\]. They showed that, within the constructs often considered to reflect inhibition, Prepotent response inhibition and Resistance to distractor interference were both related but independent from Resistance to Proactive Interference (PI).

As mentioned above, most cognitivists shied away from looking for global mechanisms. Yet, in the last twenty years or so, a few mechanisms have been considered to be causally responsible for knowledge acquisition, and hence for intelligence. First, it has been suggested that intelligence might be based on speed of information processing \[[@B31-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B32-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B33-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B34-jintelligence-05-00014]\]. Working Memory (WM) has frequently been suggested to be one of the constructs widely used in cognitive psychology that might be most closely related to the general factor (*g*-factor), and more particularly to *gf* \[[@B35-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B36-jintelligence-05-00014]\]. For instance, Kyllonen and Christal \[[@B37-jintelligence-05-00014]\] were the first to assume that reasoning ability, as defined by psychometricians and obviously one instantiation of *gf*, is very close to WM capacity. More specifically, they suggested that individual differences in intelligence are due to at least four sources, namely processing speed, breadth of declarative knowledge, breadth of procedural knowledge, and working memory, the latter being the most important. Similarly, Engle and collaborators demonstrated the existence of a strong link between individual differences in WM as studied with complex reading span tasks and fluid intelligence \[[@B38-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B39-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B40-jintelligence-05-00014]\]. Thus, for some time, WM has been presented as one of the main constructs, if not the only one, underlying fluid intelligence, and the overlap was considered to be very large. According to Gignac \[[@B41-jintelligence-05-00014]\], fluid intelligence shares close to 60% of its variance with WM capacity. We do not have space here to discuss the results of years of research on WM led in different perspectives, and the various controversies. Let us just remind that, according to a general present consensus, WM serves to maintain temporarily and process information essentially for use in other cognitive tasks and that its capacity is very limited. For instance, a complex span task requires to retain words (or other information) to be retrieved later while processing other information (reading a sentence, performing an arithmetic operation). A most important characteristic, present in many working memory tasks, is the necessity to maintain the information when concurrent processing information, distraction and/or attentional shift is also taking place. For instance, complex span tasks require to perform an operation while retaining one word and retrieve all words at the end of a sequence. Likewise, the *n-back* task, very popular nowadays in the working memory field, combines memory for an item (consonants or digits or other simple information) with interfering information of the same type (sequence of consonants or of digits) that should be inhibited, thereby forcing a shift between activation and inhibition of information of the same type. Thus, rather than considering that WM itself is a combination of storage and processing, we suggest that the dual tasking present in many WM tasks serves to prevent the formation of larger informational chunks using grouping strategies between the elements of information to retain. This allows the experimenter to assess the WM capacity of an individual more reliably than by means of a simple span task in which items can be more easily grouped provided they are known by the individual. It demonstrates neither that WM is a process, nor that it explains fluid intelligence. We prefer to assume that WM and intelligence refer to a set of tasks that share the same processes. What is indeed common to *gf* and WM is the novel characteristic of the task, and the relative uselessness of previous knowledge (unlike crystallized intelligence tasks). Also, *gf* tasks are often complex and therefore require large processing capacities, which will be better measured by WM tasks. It should also be mentioned that Gignac and Watkins \[[@B42-jintelligence-05-00014]\] showed that the association between WM capacity and *gf* is not special, but can be subsumed in the link with general intelligence; it became nonsignificant (− .10, *p* = .152) after the effect of general intelligence was controlled for.

More recently, Engle and collaborators \[[@B43-jintelligence-05-00014]\] also showed the link of WM with executive attention, that is, with tasks requiring not only a certain amount of processing capacity but also an ability to disengage attention and to reengage it into another part of the stimulus. In this latter approach, Engle and collaborators are, actually, making suggestions that are very close to those defended by neo-Piagetians, in particular by Pascual-Leone, as it will be shown below. This proposal of the importance of executive attention seems rather similar to the one made previously by these authors regarding WM.

Linking psychometric intelligence to WM tends to underline the fact that intelligence tasks require a relatively large processing capacity, rather than simply a large storage as Colom and collaborators argue \[[@B44-jintelligence-05-00014]\]; describing a link between executive attention and *gf* tasks merely displaces the stress on an attentional component (engage and disengage attention) also present in *gf* tasks. Our argument is that both are needed in most complex tasks, as are also other processes. More generally and most importantly, one should make a clearer distinction between systems or processes on the one hand, and tasks on the other hand. Psychometricians and cognitivists have too often established a direct equivalence between tasks and processes, as if each task corresponded to a single, and different process. Tasks and processes are therefore confounded and considered equivalent. For instance, there are WM tasks, relatively well defined, but there is not necessarily a WM system. In contrast, we believe that most tasks are underpinned by several processes that are shared across tasks in a different dosage. This requires to conduct more detailed task analyses that focus on what the problem solver is doing (i.e., response processes). For instance, all tasks designed to tap executive attention, working memory, or executive functions require attentional control, in particular inhibition of irrelevant information, and this is the reason why they correlate. The same processes are also involved in fluid intelligence tasks, additionally to other aspects such as previous knowledge, logical rules, etc. However, the relative strength of each process might vary from task to task, explaining why the overlap is rarely total.

4. Developmental Aspects {#sec4-jintelligence-05-00014}
========================

Neo-Piagetians developed their theories on the basis of, and sometimes against, the Piagetian theory, in order to link it with the "information processing approach", that is, in fact with cognitive psychology. They retained a number of characteristics, notably a constructivist approach; most of them abandoned the definition of qualitative stages subtended by logical structures. In addition, neo-Piagetian theories attempted to better account for the diversity of situations and for learning effects \[[@B45-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B46-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B47-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B48-jintelligence-05-00014]\]. Like Piaget, however, they also searched for general mechanisms, while granting much more attention than Piaget to situations. Among the neo-Piagetian perspectives, Pascual-Leone's theory will be given more attention in this paper, not only because it is the first to have been proposed, but also because it is the most ambitious one by integrating all three approaches, developmental, cognitivist and differential \[[@B49-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B50-jintelligence-05-00014]\]. A common characteristic of all neo-Piagetian models, in line with Pascual-Leone's suggestions, is to propose that a general limit in processing resources sets constraints on the cognitive level that can be reached in any one task. Development consists in a slow increase of this limit, together with a development in strategies and knowledge. Those processing resources correspond to the construct of WM capacity discussed above, and have been termed somewhat diversely by the neo-Piagetians as mental capacity, attentional capacity, M-capacity, etc.

More precisely, Pascual-Leone assumed that the increase of attentional capacity (i.e., M-capacity or M-power) during childhood is one of the causal factors of general cognitive development \[[@B51-jintelligence-05-00014]\], see also \[[@B46-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B52-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B53-jintelligence-05-00014]\]. Pascual-Leone distinguishes the "field of working memory or centration" and the "field of mental attention" \[[@B54-jintelligence-05-00014]\]. The former contains the schemes or mental representations built by the individual that are more or less directly activated (i.e., effortlessly) by the stimulus \[[@B55-jintelligence-05-00014]\] and roughly corresponds to what is commonly understood in the literature under the label "working memory" (e.g., \[[@B56-jintelligence-05-00014]\]). The field of mental attention contains the schemes that need to be activated further by the M-operator, the I-operator, and executive schemes; note that this definition of attention is close to the focus of attention in Cowan's model of working memory \[[@B57-jintelligence-05-00014]\]. In Pascual-Leone's model, M-capacity is probably the most important factor from a developmental perspective, although not the only one, because it imposes an upper limit on cognitive performance and increases regularly with age. This growth is essentially driven by biological mechanisms, but the newly developed capacity might require in turn some learning and more generally experience to be better exploited, in particular by developing executive schemes. Because of their more limited processing capacity, young children fail or adopt more elementary reasoning in some complex tasks than older children or adults, who are able to solve them. If a child has not yet reached the corresponding M-capacity level, he/she will fail and/or make typical errors. Elaborate task analyses are needed to determine the minimal complexity for a task to be solved, termed M-demand. M-capacity is considered as a necessary but not a sufficient condition to perform at a given level. This is why an implicative relation is assumed between the task's difficulty and M-capacity rather than an equivalence one (correlational). It means that functioning at a certain level in a cognitive task requires a given M-capacity; but having developed a sufficient capacity does not guarantee that the task be passed, because M-capacity is not the only process on which the task draws. In particular, the child has to master the content of the task and to develop strategies; the task might also present misleading features that might need additional inhibitory processes. Indeed, Pascual-Leone \[[@B51-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B58-jintelligence-05-00014]\] proposed that several other mechanisms like inhibition, executive schemes, etc. (operators I, F, L, etc.) are engaged, more or less strongly depending on the task.

Other neo-Piagetian models were proposed, most of which stipulating that developmental stages rest on the growth of central processing resources \[[@B45-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B59-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B60-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B61-jintelligence-05-00014]\]. They also retained from the Piagetian theory a qualitative description of substages, although profoundly modified, while attempting like Pascual-Leone to better account for the diversity of the situations. Note, incidentally, that a quantitative increase in processing capacity may lead to a qualitatively more complex way to solve a problem. The interest of Pascual-Leone's theory, for the present paper, is to offer a wider generality because of its multidimensionality. The hypothesis of several underlying mechanisms makes possible not only refined task analyses, but also a combination of developmental and individual differences. All these mechanisms are supposed to be present in all individuals, but their influence and their interactions may vary \[[@B62-jintelligence-05-00014]\]. For instance, Pascual-Leone showed that field dependent individuals are more prone to misleading features, for instance in Piagetian tasks, and may therefore require more M-capacity to counteract them, accounting for some delay in solving a number of tasks \[[@B62-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B63-jintelligence-05-00014]\].

In sum, there are several convergent but also divergent points between neo-Piagetians and cognitivists. Like cognitivists, neo-Piagetians and more generally developmentalists call on a construct of processing resources, such as WM capacity or attentional capacity, inhibition, executive attention \[[@B16-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B64-jintelligence-05-00014]\]. Note that lifespan developmentalists have also searched for general mechanisms, such as processing speed, or inhibition (e.g., \[[@B24-jintelligence-05-00014]\]). The major difference with cognitivists is that developmentalists look for age differences in those processes and regard them as generalizable, to a certain extent, across tasks, addressing issues such as "how does WM develop", and thereby explaining age differences in fluid intelligence, or in all sorts of cognitive tasks. Yet, they are also interested in how different situations may account for variations in cognitive functioning. Few developmentalists, however, integrate inter- and intraindividual differences in their model, except Pascual-Leone's and, to some extent, Fischer's model \[[@B61-jintelligence-05-00014]\]. This interest for individual differences is, usually, restricted to correlations across tasks, which themselves rest on interindividual differences, but none describes different developmental trajectories for different types of children.

5. An Illustration of the Relationships between Fluid Intelligence, Working Memory and Inhibition {#sec5-jintelligence-05-00014}
=================================================================================================

From a more empirical point of view, we want to argue not only that the three perspectives are similar in their objectives and assumptions, but also that tasks developed within those traditions, such as fluid intelligence tasks, working memory tasks, and Piagetian tasks tap similar processes. These tasks are generally novel for the individual and do not require much pre-established knowledge. They also present misleading or distracting characteristics that call for attentional control. They differ, however, in the extent to which they rely on additional processes and/or on previous experience and knowledge. No task ever calls for a single process, and the relative part of general mechanisms as contrasted with specific ones may vary, leading to large interindividual differences. Thus, correlations are very high, but the overlap is not total.

We conducted several studies in our lab, which combined tasks borrowed from more than one tradition. To illustrate some of the arguments raised in the present paper, we will summarize very briefly two of those studies, in which either WM tasks and Piagetian tasks on the one hand, or WM tasks and fluid intelligence ones on the other hand, were used simultaneously (for more details \[[@B65-jintelligence-05-00014]\]). First, in a longitudinal study conducted with children aged 5 to 10 years at the onset of the study and examined each year for five years, we used WM tasks identified with the cognitivist trend or the neo-Piagetian trend, and Piagetian tasks. Three WM tasks, the CSVI task \[[@B49-jintelligence-05-00014]\], the Peanut tasks \[[@B45-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B66-jintelligence-05-00014]\], and three Piagetian tasks, the Balance task, the Islands task and the Line Foldings task \[[@B67-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B68-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B69-jintelligence-05-00014]\] were administered together with other tasks, to 120 children on the second, third and fifth years of the study. The Piagetian tasks represented different domains: logical reasoning, representation of space and mental imagery, respectively. We were particularly interested in the extent to which WM tasks accounted for age differences in the Piagetian tasks. Following a method widely used by Salthouse \[[@B70-jintelligence-05-00014]\], regression and commonality analyses were conducted. Age and WM performance were entered as predictors to estimate the part of variance in each of the Piagetian tasks accounted for by Age alone, WM alone (three tasks), and the interaction of Age and WM, respectively. Results showed that an important part of the total variance observed in the Piagetian task was accounted for by these two predictors and their interaction, ranging from 63% in the first assessment (year two of the study, children aged 6 to 11 years), to 43% on the second assessment (children aged 7 to 12 years), and 40% on the third assessment (children aged 9 to 14 years) when averaged across all Piagetian tasks. Interestingly, most of this variance was shared by Age and WM together, and the unique variance due to Age alone or to WM alone was very small. The decrease in the variance accounted for over the years reflects most probably an increase in the part accounted for by other causes than those linked to WM capacity, such as strategies and/or learning. [Figure 1](#jintelligence-05-00014-f001){ref-type="fig"} reports these results for the first assessment. The same logic was followed to estimate the part of the age-related variance ([Figure 1](#jintelligence-05-00014-f001){ref-type="fig"}, Panel b), rather than the total variance ([Figure 1](#jintelligence-05-00014-f001){ref-type="fig"}, Panel a), in the Piagetian tasks, due to the WM tasks. It was close to 90% for each assessment (88%, 92%, and 86% for the first, the second, and the third assessment, respectively), which is extremely high. When the analysis was undergone the other way around, that is, when using Piagetian tasks to account for age-related variance in the WM tasks, the amount of variance explained was much lower. This suggests that WM is a better predictor of functioning in the Piagetian tasks than the reciprocal prediction. This is not surprising, as WM tasks involve probably a lesser amount of different processes and strategies than Piagetian tasks. Nevertheless, taken together one can conclude that these two types of tasks are very close.

The second study to be provided as an illustration of the similarity between tasks issued from different traditions included WM tasks and a fluid intelligence task. It was a cross-sectional lifespan study, conducted with children, young adults, and older adults. A large multivariate design was used, including four groups of tasks: processing speed, inhibition, WM tasks, and the Raven's Matrices (a fluid intelligence task). They were administered to approximately 530 individuals: children aged 8 to 12 years, young adults (20--30 years), and older adults aged 60 to 88 years. Two age groups were created: Young (children and young adults) and Adults (young and old adults). Like in the study previously described, regression and commonality analyses were used, with four sets of variables, Age, WM (two tasks), Inhibition (three tasks), and Processing speed (three tasks), as predictors of the performance in the Raven's Matrices. The predictors were entered alone (e.g., Age, WM, etc.), in combination two by two (e.g., Age with WM or Age with Inhibition, etc.), or three by three and finally all together. To summarize very briefly, the total variance accounted for in the Raven's was 70% in the Young group (see [Figure 2](#jintelligence-05-00014-f002){ref-type="fig"}), and 60% in the Adult group (not reported here). Most of this variance was explained by a combination of predictors, in particular Age, WM, and Speed, while the variance linked to a unique given predictor was very small, even null. This demonstrates that the Raven's Matrices, like most other tasks, are underpinned by several processes. Once more, our interest was in the decomposition of the age-related variance; it represented about 51% of the total variance in the Young group, and 40% in the Adult group. The largest part of it was explained by a combination of Processing speed and WM in both groups, but more so in the Young group (66%, see [Figure 2](#jintelligence-05-00014-f002){ref-type="fig"}, Panel b); Inhibition played a very small role, but was slightly more important (four and five percent when associated with WM, and with WM and Speed, respectively) in the Adult group.

In sum, both studies showed that the three types of tasks (Piagetian, WM and fluid intelligence tasks) are very close. They do not fully overlap, because they probably call for different combinations of the same processes or for slightly different additional processes, but nevertheless they all account for a large part of the total variance in the dependent variable and for most of the age-related variance.

6. Discussion: A Proposition in Terms of Vicarious Processes {#sec6-jintelligence-05-00014}
============================================================

We have tried to convince the reader, throughout this paper, that the three traditions of research discussed in this issue, that is, psychometrics or intelligence research, cognitive psychology, and Piagetian or neo-Piagetian developmental psychology, are much closer than they appear \[[@B1-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B5-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B71-jintelligence-05-00014]\]. Theoretically, they pursue the same objectives, while each has focused on one of the sources of variation of a same object of study: age differences, individual differences, or experimental variations. We have argued that all of these sources of variation should be integrated. As mentioned in the introduction, Piaget insisted long ago on the necessity to study the development of a structure to understand its functioning in its final state. This argument is even more relevant nowadays and can be applied to all sorts of cognitive functioning and not only to structures; it should be taken into consideration by both psychometricians and cognitive psychologists. The way a given structure has developed not only helps understanding it, but may also account for a substantial variation within and among young adults.

Several authors have argued that focusing on the mean performance of a group is not sufficient, not only because it does limit the generalizability, but most importantly because it may lead to wrong conclusions \[[@B72-jintelligence-05-00014]\]. It is thus also necessary to focus on the individual and to take intra-individual variability into account \[[@B1-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B16-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B73-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B74-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B75-jintelligence-05-00014]\]. Finally, wiping out the importance of variations in situations (experimental variations) leads to missing the existence of finer processes and neglecting the variability of human beings across behavioral measures, when such variability can serve, among others, as indicator of flexibility.

Our argument is that a unified vision is possible, provided one is (a) interested in the underlying processes and not only in the variables; (b) willing to adopt a multidimensional view and (c) granting a fundamental role to individual differences. One way to reconcile the different approaches is to consider that several general processes are at work in all individuals and that they develop with age and allow them to deal with numerous types of situations. However, their relative weight and interactions might differ among individuals. Thus, Reuchlin, a French differentialist, suggested the concept of "*vicariances*" \[[@B76-jintelligence-05-00014]\]. Vicarious processes are assumed to be present, to various degrees, in all individuals, and they are more or less necessary, depending on the situation. They differ by their evocability, that is by the ease with which they can be activated either as a function of the type of task or of the individual (see also \[[@B62-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B77-jintelligence-05-00014]\]).

In the complex tasks that were illustrated in the previous section, three general processes at least might be at work: the processing resources available to the individual such as WM capacity or processing capacity in some approaches or M-power in Pascual-Leone's model, an inhibitory mechanism and a set of executive schemes. First, due to their complexity, these tasks require a relatively high processing capacity (several schemes and logical rules to be activated simultaneously) to be solved or to reach a given intermediate level. The capacity or processing resources required obviously varies across situations; it is usually relatively high in WM tasks or in Piagetian tasks, even just to reach an intermediate level. Note, in passing, that processing capacity and processing speed[4](#fn004-jintelligence-05-00014){ref-type="fn"}, a mechanism often invoked in developmental models \[[@B79-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B80-jintelligence-05-00014]\], may be considered as alternative definitions of the expression of a same mechanism: A larger processing capacity allows to process information faster; reciprocally greater speed of processing allows processing more information in a given time window. At the present time, it does not seem possible to dissociate speed from amount of resources or capacity at the behavioral level. Second, inhibition has often been invoked as a causal factor of development, or of individual differences \[[@B58-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B81-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B82-jintelligence-05-00014]\]. Third, the main role of executive schemes is to allocate these resources. Each of these three broad mechanisms should not be considered as a single, alternative explanation, but they work together. There are most probably also other processes at work, but the change in these three general mechanisms with age and their variation in relative weight and interaction are probably sufficient to account not only for developmental differences but also for the enormous individual and behavioral variability observed in cognitive tasks.

One could perhaps also argue that these three general mechanisms (processing capacity, inhibition, and executive schemes[5](#fn005-jintelligence-05-00014){ref-type="fn"}) could be reduced to a single general process, such as a general factor. We would like to respond drawing upon several arguments, theoretical, methodological, and empirical. First, as mentioned above, a general factor does not rest on a single, general process (e.g., \[[@B25-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B85-jintelligence-05-00014]\]). Second, the enormous individual variability that is observed, within a single age group, is often qualitative and not only quantitative. If there was only one underlying dimension, all individuals could be ranked; consequently, at least two dimensions or processes are necessary to allow (a) a dynamic interplay between them that can account for development, and (b) variations of such interplay across individuals (see, for instance, \[[@B77-jintelligence-05-00014]\]). Third, in several structural equations modeling used on the data collected in our lifespan studies, we modeled the relationships between Age, Inhibition, Processing speed, WM, and their influence on behavior in a fluid intelligence task. In accord with our hypothesis, the best model was a cascade one, in which Inhibition and Processing speed accounted for age differences in WM tasks that in turn accounted for performance observed in a fluid intelligence task, or in other cognitive tasks. Comparing a group of children and young adults and a group of young and older adults, we found that these three mechanisms were at work in these two life periods, but in a different dosage. Also, and importantly for the present argument, using either a single general factor (the latent variables did indeed present a relatively strong correlation), reducing the three latent variables to two only, or changing somewhat the direction of influence, yielded a worse fit. Finally, although we agree that a relatively simple view should be adopted, we do not agree with the necessity to define a hundred or more underlying processes (see, for a review \[[@B86-jintelligence-05-00014]\]); it should not be too simple either[6](#fn006-jintelligence-05-00014){ref-type="fn"}. For instance, Reuchlin \[[@B17-jintelligence-05-00014]\] argued that a structural approach (i.e., the study of the relationships between observed or latent variables) might be the opposite of the idea of parsimony or economy in psychology (Ockham's razor or Morgan's canon). Structural models admit several variables, relations, and most importantly allow for vicarious processes. According to Reuchlin, a criterion of parsimony is not the most pertinent for describing psychological functioning, and the "true" functioning of the knowledge system is not necessarily the simplest.

In conclusion, we want to argue that most situations cannot be equated with a specific, single underlying process, as has been argued too often in cognitive psychology. This fractionation has led to an unnecessary multiplication of processes. Yet, a single, general process or mechanism, as factor analysts have sometimes believed, is not sufficient either. A hierarchical approach, in which few, general processes are assumed, that can perhaps be decomposed further into finer processes, should be able to account for most of the age and individual differences observed. This is to the condition that a model in terms of a dynamic interplay among vicarious processes is adopted: These few mechanisms are present at all ages, and in all individuals, but they may vary in terms of their relative weight. This weight can also change as a function of age, time (explaining for instance a number of learning effects observed) and situations. Thus, a differential reliance on such processes accounts for the large inter- and intraindividual variability observed in intelligence or psychometric research. Finally, a reconciliation between the three visions examined in this special issue requires adopting more complex, multivariate experimental designs that would make it possible to assess the effects of situations, age, and both inter and intraindividual differences in the same set of variables.
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We are adding the perspective of cognitive psychology to those included in the title of this special issue, because most recent studies of cognitive development and of intelligence are referring to constructs developed within experimentalist approaches as exemplified by cognitive psychology.

Our argument, throughout this paper, is that intelligence is an object of study that has been addressed from different perspectives. However, in the Anglo-Saxon tradition, the term "intelligence research" has usually been associated with the psychometric approach. This is not the case in other research traditions, notably in Francophone ones (see below).

For instance, Anderson (2001) \[[@B13-jintelligence-05-00014]\] suggested that changes with age were related with response selection rather than with speed of processing.

For Anderson (\[[@B13-jintelligence-05-00014]\]; see also this issue), processing speed explains better individual differences than developmental differences. In contrast, processing capacity as conceived by neo-Piagetians is a major actor in development, and we contend that, behaviorally speaking, it is not possible to dissociate speed from the quantity of resources available. Also, in our lifespan studies, we observed that processing speed always accounts for a large part of the age differences in WM tasks \[[@B65-jintelligence-05-00014],[@B78-jintelligence-05-00014]\].

Let us specify, in response to a referee's question, that other terms can be, and are, used to refer to the same or similar mechanisms, and we could easily also use them. Two points seem crucial, however: (a) the necessity to dissociate tasks from underlying processes; and (b) think in terms of multidimensionality. Thus, talking of a WM mechanism or system is misleading; there are *WM tasks* that call for an underlying processing capacity (for short, sometime we used the term WM capacity), or attentional capacity, or M-power in Pascual-Leone's terms; such a mechanism corresponds to the quantity of elements (items of information, or chunks) that can be simultaneously activated in a given mental operation. Behaviorally, it can be measured most closely by well-designed WM tasks (see also, for a recent discussion, \[[@B83-jintelligence-05-00014]\]). Once again, a given task always calls for more than a single process. We would also like to argue that attentional control, another term frequently used, rests on all three mechanisms \[[@B84-jintelligence-05-00014]\].
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![Regression and commonality analyses: Piagetian tasks. Assessment 1 for those tasks (Year 2 of the longitudinal study). Children aged 6--11 years, *N* = 100. Age and working memory tasks were used as predictors on each of the Piagetian tasks. Commonality analyses were then conducted to assess the variance due uniquely to each predictor and the shared variance. The figure displays the average value across the Piagetian tasks, for the total variance (Panel **a**) and for the age-related variance only (Panel **b**).](jintelligence-05-00014-g001){#jintelligence-05-00014-f001}

![Regression and commonality analyses: Raven's task (Children and young adults). Children aged 8--12 years and young adults (20--30 years of age), *N* = 262. Age, as well as working memory, processing speed and inhibition tasks were used as predictors on the Raven task. Commonality analyses were then conducted to assess the variance due uniquely to each of the four groups of predictors and to their shared variance (two by two, three by three and all four predictors). (Panel **a**): total variance. Only variance accounted by several predictors together was very important, in particular Age and Speed together (6%), Speed and Working Memory (WM) (5%), Age, Speed and WM (34%), all four groups (10%). (Panel **b**): Age-related variance: Speed and WM together explained about two thirds of the age-related variance (66%).](jintelligence-05-00014-g002){#jintelligence-05-00014-f002}
